
THE PREPARATION OF MORTAR.
A recognized American authority, Edward Wolff,

says the slackening operation should be done in a
water-tight box made of boards, and so much water
should be mixed in that the contents will never get dry,
and a sheet of water will remain on the top to prevent
access of air. If the box will not hold the entire
quantity of lime required, the contents may be emptied
into a cavity made in the ground close to the pan and
this process may be repeated. This should be done at
least two weeks before sand is added, or before the
mortar is prepared for use. Slacked lime prepared and
kept as stated, bas been found free of carbonic acid
after many years, air and gas not having been able to
find access. Instead of following the produre in
slacking lime recommended above, we see in this
country a faulty process adopted, which consists in
loosely mixing the sand with the slacking lime immedi-
ately after water bas been added and forming a dry
heap on the surface of the ground, which is left Iying
there several weeks to give time for complete slacking
betore the sand is worked in evenly and the mortar
considered ready for use. This heap arrangement is
perfectly adapted to circulating air through a rmaterial
which should be guarded against contact with air. The
sun heats the surface of it, makes the air esen, ai. Th
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